In this paper we analyze the Turing degree of an infinite branch in a recursive tree ic^" and its relation to the well-founded part of the tree. It is, of course, not surprising that the two notions are related, but it is of a certain technical interest (in terms of the coding procedure used) to establish the exact interrelation. An interpretation of our result in terms of a Cantor-Bendixson derivative operation on trees T Q u<" is given.
1. Notation. We use standard recursion-theoretic notation (as in Rogers [5] ). For the reader's convenience we recall some definitions. By {e }(x) = y (resp. ( e }s(x) = y) we mean that the Turing machine with index e yields the value y on input x (resp. yields the value y on input x and y < s and the length of the calculation is bounded by s). Let u" = {a: do(a) = n = {0,1,...,n -1} and rg(a) £ to). Let «<<0 = U"<uw". For a G «<u we denote do(a) by lh(a), the length of the string a; {e}a(x)=7 means that the Turing machine with index e and oracle a yields the value y < lh(cr) on input x after a computation of length < lh(a), where the machine is allowed to ask questions of the form "<t(i") = ?" for / < lh(a). If a question "o(i) = ?" is asked, where /' > lh(o-), then {e}"(x) is undefined. For A Q a define [e}Aix) = yin 3a G u<a (Vi < lh(o) [a(i) = 0 <-* i g A] and {e}"ix)=y).
As usual, On designates a n} set of notations for recursive ordinals. Let Onj Q On be a FI] set of unique notations: for each recursive ordinal a there is a unique notation a G Onj with |a| = a. By 0a we mean Ha (sometimes written H(a) for typographical reasons), where a G Onj and |a| = a.
To avoid notational cumbersomeness, we use recursion theory directly on w < ". A tree T ç <o<u is a set of finite sequences closed under initial segment, i.e., s g T and í = i [• lh(í) ^ ( e T. We write [T] to denote the set of infinite branches of T, so [ Let yT = sup{ht(s) + 1:j£ T and [Ts] = 0}; yT is the ordinal that measures the height of the well-founded part of the tree T. In [2] we investigated the relation between the "leftmost" infinite branch of a recursive tree and the rank of the set of nodes to the left of that leftmost infinite branch. This paper extends those results.
2. Trees with a unique infinite branch. It is well known that if T £ w<l° is a recursive tree with a unique infinite branch, then that branch is hyperarithmetic. To study the interrelation between yT and the Turing degree of that branch, we state an important result due to Chen [1] . For a a recursive ordinal let WF(a) = ( e: e codes a well-founded partial ordering on a subset of to of rank < a}.
If a = X + n, where X is 0 or a limit recursive ordinal and n is an integer, let r(a) = X + 2n. Let ea (resp. aa) denote a 2° (resp. 11°) complete set (see Rogers [5] ).
Theorem (Chen [1] ). If a is a recursive ordinal greater than 1, then WF(co • a) is many-one equivalent to er(a); WF(co) =T02. For n > 1 and a a recursive ordinal greater than or equal to 1, WF(coa + n) is many-one equivalent to ar(a) + x.
Intuitively it requires a many blocks of quantifiers 3V to tell if the rank of a recursive tree without any infinite branches is less than co • a. The following proposition is also in [2] . Proposition 1. If T Q u<u is a recursive tree with a unique infinite branch f then yT < «Í*(the least nonrecursive ordinal).IfyT^u-a then/<T«r(a).
Proof. As the first part is obvious, we show/<Ter(a). Given/(0),...,/(«) let
To see that this is indeed the best possible, we begin with the well-known Theorem 2 (see [4] ). For every hyperarithmetic set A ç to there is a recursive tree T ç co<üí with a unique infinite branch f e. co" and, moreover, A < T/.
Proof. For the convenience of the reader, we give a sketch of this classical result. This proof was shown to us by A. Louveau. Let pA G uu be the principal function of A, i.e., pA(n) = (n + l)st element of A, when A is listed in increasing order. For g g co", g ^ {pA} «-» V/7 g(n) = pA(n) so {pA} is A\. By the boundedness theorem, there is a recursive function h: co" -» co" such that Se {p^}~Mg)eWO.
Let y be a recursive ordinal such that g g {pA} «-> /i(g) g WO and |/i(g)| < y. Set Q(g, k) *-> k codes an order preserving injection from <A(g) onto an initial segment of <Y. Hence, g g {/»^«afcßig,*).
As Q(g, k) is of the form Vw3m R(g, A:, «, m), where R is recursive, set S((g, k, y» « Vw[R(g, A:, n, ./(b)) and V« <j(n)^R(g, k, n, m)}.
S is a 11° singleton and, hence, yields a tree T ç co<u with a unique infinite branch <g> fc> /> = / e [^1 = 5 and, moreover,^ < T/. D For the sharp correlation between yT and the Turing degree of the unique infinite branch of T, we proceed differently.
Proposition
3. There is a recursive tree jTc u<u with a unique infinite branch f such that yT = co andf = T02.
Proof. It is well known that Inf = {e: We is infinite} = T02. Here We is the domain of {e}\ We = {x < s: 3 y < s {e}(x) = y and the computation is bounded by s steps}, and for A ç co, WSA = {x: 3y {e}A(x) = y), and if a g u<a, W°s = {x < s: 3y < s {e}a(x) = y and the computation is bounded by j steps}. Proof.
The idea is to encode Inf(er(a)) = {e: W¡r<°> is infinite} into fT by imitating the proof of Proposition 3, but where we let a Turing machine compute "on" the given tree U. As Inf(er(a)) =Ter(a + 1), we have er(a + X) <T/r.
By the condition on yTand Proposition 1, we have/r <Ter(a+i) an^ thus, er(a+X) = TfT. We first describe recursive trees Te ç w<u with a unique infinite branch/, such that the question "e G Inf(er(a))" is recursive (uniformly) in/,. First, we give some notation. As we are using recursion theory directly on co<w, let k: co -> co<u be a recursive bijection. If U ç co<u is a recursive tree and s, t G co, then we write s -< vt if s J= t, k(s), k(t) G U, and k(s) = k(t) f lh k(s). We can assume that s < vt -* s < t and A: (0) Define T* = (aGco<": a satisfies the above (replacing / by a) for all n < lh(a)}. By the " minimahty of comportment" and " branch" requirements, T* has a unique infinite branch. Suppose (a0, ax,... ,an) G Te is a node lying on the infinite branch of Te.
Case 1. a0 = 0. Subcase 1. 3/ < n k(a¡) does not he on the infinite branch of U. Then let i0 < n be the largest such i, sohtT,((a0,...,an)) < hl^kia^)) < co • a. Subcase2.Vi < « A(a,)lieson the infinite branch of ¿7. Asht7.f((cî0,.. .,a"» f4 oo, it follows that e <£ Inf(er(o)) and a computation "on" the infinite branch of U must indicate this, i.e., 3w[Vct g re(Vi < 1h(o)ht,jko(i) = oo ^ lh(a) < n)].
Hence, ht((a0,...,a"» < co • a + n < u ■ (a + 1). Case 2. a0 = 1. A similar treatment yields ht((a0,... ,a")) < co • (a + 1). Now we sandwich together the trees Te by the ¿-operator (due to Chen [1] )-the ¿-operator is similar to the zig-zag enumeration of co2, but applied to trees. Let P denote the set of codes of recursive partial orderings and WF denote the set of codes of recursive well-founded partial orderings. The rank of a well-founded partial ordering is defined as usual. The recursive ordering with code e is denoted < e. Lemma (Chen [1] ). Suppose f is a recursive function and f"u ç P. Then there is a recursive partial ordering < E(f) such that < £( ^ is well founded iff for some n, </(") is well founded and, in that case, rank(<£(/)) < rank(<^(n)) + n for n such that
Proof. Define Then make the calculations for the order types. D Remark. Suppose / is a recursive total function and F"co ç P -WF. If {b: b <£(/)(a0'--->am)} *s weu< founded, there is an /' < m such that {b: b <^,)û,} is well founded and rank((a0,.. -,am)) in < £(/) < rank(a,) in </(1).
Proof of Remark. The first assertion is obvious. The second assertion is proved by induction on rank b for b < E(/)(ao> • • • >am)-
Notice that if we apply the ¿-operator to a recursive sequence of recursive trees, each having a unique infinite branch, then the resultant tree has infinitely many infinite branches. For instance, suppose/ g [7j] and T is obtained by applying the ¿-operator to (T¡: i g co). Then g, g [T] , where Siin) = (foU + n),fxii + n -1),. ..,/"(/)) (recall that/)(/c) = (fj(0),... ,fj(k))). This is easily alleviated by defining Claim. Thas a unique infinite branch, yT = co(a + 1), and/r =Ter(a + 1), where fT denotes the unique infinite branch of T.
Proof of Claim. Applying the E *-operator to the trees Te, each of which has a unique infinite branch, produces a tree T with a unique infinite branch fT. If (a0,...,czn) g T is a node not lying on the infinite branch fT, then the above remark yields ht((a0,.. .,a")) < co(a + 1). Hence yT < co(a + 1). If yT < co(a + 1) = coa -I-co, then by Proposition 1 and Chen's result, we would have/r <Tar(a) + i> contradicting the fact that erfa+1) <t/tHence, yT= co(a + 1). By Proposition 1,
we have/r <Ter(a + X), sofT =Ter(a+xy D Lemma 5. Suppose a = 3 • 5Z g On is a limit notation and uniformly in n there are recursive trees U" £ co<u with a unique infinite branch fn g [[/"] and, moreover, y,jn = co|(z}(«)| and fn =TH({z}(n)) uniformly. Then there is a recursive tree T ç co<u with a unique infinite branch fT and, moreover, yT= co|a| andfT =TH(2a).
Proof. First we use the ¿"-operator. Let U = <E*ig-), where g(«) = an index of U". It is easy to check that Uis a recursive tree with a unique infinite branch/^, and yv = co|a|, and fu=^TH(a).
Note This imphes that if [t^flo aj] = 0 then ht^ön,.. .,«")) < co|{z}(n)|. Using this property of U, we now construct a recursive tree T satisfying the statement of this lemma.
Let c0 be a fixed index such that VX ç co[{c0}* enumerates the jump X' of X], where ( c0}x is injective. We define uniformly in e the recursive tree Te with a unique infinite branch fe such that the question of "e G H(2a)" is recursive in /,. (Recall that #(2°) is the jump H(a)' oi H(a).) Let 5C= {a G co<": {e} "(e) is undefined}. Seis clearly a recursive tree. Let EITHER /(0) = 0 "/ says that e g H(2a)" and V« > 1«/(1),... ,/(«)> eyni/) "branch requirement" OR /(0) = n + 1 and {c0}*'(1)(b) = c "/asserts that {c0}M{a\n) = e" and V« > l(/(«) ■< ¿y/i" + 1)) "branch requirement"
and VjVh > l(not/(«) <us < uf{n + 1)) the latter two statements ensure "minimality of comportment".
Note that by the branch requirement in the "OR" clause, the computation is preserved, i.e., {c0}k^"\n) = {c0}*'(1)(n).
Claim. For each e, Te is a recursive tree with a unique infinite branch fe, and yr < a\a\ and/c(0) = 0 iff e g #(2a).
Proof of Claim. By the branch requirement the calculations are eventually correct, and by the injectivity of {c0}HW, Te has a unique infinite branch /,. An argument similar to that at the end of Lemma 4, using the fact that, for each / g co, Tf¡, is isomorphic to a subtree of U, yields yT, ^ u\a\. Now let T = < E*{h), where h is a recursive function such that h(e) = an index for Te for each e. Then T has a unique infinite branch /r and H{2") <T/r. A computation using the earlier-mentioned property of U shows that yr < co|a|. Proof. Let e0 be a fixed index for the characteristic function of the tree in Proposition 3, i.e., fo\i<-\-f° ifiG w^andjG T, (e°}(i)-\l otherwise. Let hx be a recursive total function such that if a = 2* g On -{1} is a successor notation and if e is an index of a recursive tree U ç co<<0 satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4, then hx(a,e) is the index of a tree T satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4. Let h 2 be a recursive total function such that if a = 3 ■ 5Z g On -(1} is a limit notation and if u is such that for all « G co, {u}(n) is an index of a tree U" satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 5, then h2(a, u) is an index of the tree T given by the conclusion of Lemma 5. Let /i3 be a recursive total function such that [h3(k, z)}(n) = {k}((z}(«)). The functions hx, h2, h3 are obtained by the S-m-n theorem using the uniformity of Lemmas 4 and 5.
Now define a recursive partial function \f> by re0 if a = 2, \h2(a,h3(k,z)) ifa = 3-5z, {0 otherwise.
By S-m-n and the fixed point theorem, there is a k0 such that (k0}(a) = $(k0, a). By induction one sees that (A0} = gisa total function and satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. On the other hand, there is a recursive total ordering S of order type ß + 8 such that for the "bottom part" B of S, B = ( s : the set of S-predecessors of j is well-ordered}, B is recursive. Hence if /: Field(S) -» Field(Äa) is an order-preserving map, we have/ >Ter^afí. This observation is an essential point in the proof by H. Friedman that the principal axiom of ATR0 is equivalent to the statement that there is a comparison map between any two ordinals (see [3] ).
(2) For a tree T c co<w define the derivative D(T) = {s g T: ht(s) > to}. D(T) is recursive in the double jump of T. Let T° = T and Ta+1 = D(Ta) and Tx = (~){Ta: a < X} if X is a limit ordinal. Let £r = least a[Ta + 1 = Ta]. Note that £ris (a modified version of) the Cantor-Bendixson rank of the tree T Q oi<"'. IfTçco^is a recursive tree then £T < coj*. If £r = a < ucxk, then there is an infinite branch / g [T] with/ <Ter(«)-C»n the other hand, Theorem 6 yields, for each 1 < a < u[k, an example of a recursive tree T ç co<u with a unique infinite branch fT such that fT-Terta) and 17-= «• Hence, our main result yields a correlation between (a modified version of) the Cantor-Bendixson rank of a tree T ç co<w and the Turing complexity of infinite branches of the tree: for trees with a unique infinite branch, the only possible means to obtain the branch is to successively peel off derivatives. is countable, then rk(T') = X + n implies that all infinite branches of T are recursive in 0X+", and that this is the best possible. Here, rk(T) is the usual Cantor-Bendixson rank of T, and X is either 0 or a limit recursive ordinal. These and other results will appear in a forthcoming joint paper by these five authors.
